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10 GENEIUL

1.01 The SAGE system is a system of air sur-
veillance and control designed to aid in

the air defenseof the continental United States.
h this system of air surveillance, flight in-
fornxitionis transmitted from radars and other
sources to a central point where it is evaluated
to form a comprehensive picture of the air
aituation. This picture covers the search area
of sever~l large radars, hence centralized sur-
veillance over a sizeable geographical area,
called a ‘aubsector,” is provided.

1.02 The continuous tracking of aircraft over
an area the size of a subsector requires

the gathering and evaluation of a great deal of
information. Most of the basic flight tifor-
mation is gathered, as noted above~ W radars
of various types. The evaluation of this in-
formation is performed at a central location
within the subsector called the “direction
center.” This evaluation of flight information
must necessarily include correlation between
the returns of the radars that have overlapping
coverage. F’urther correlation of the received
information with the flight plans of friendly
aircraft furnished by the CA.Aand the military
must also be performed.

1.03 The end result of this is a continuous
picture, at the direction center, of the

air situation throughout the subsect.or. To be
of any use this picture must not lag the actual
air situatim by any very appreciable interval
of time. In order to accomplish this the large
amount of information on which tie situation

picture is based must be gathered andevaluat.ed
very rapidly. To achieve the required speed
both processes have been made largely automatic
and the function of human beings in this part
of the system correspondingly reduced. This is
one big ddvantage that MGE has over earlier
surveillance systems which largely depended on
human beings to handle and evaluate the flight
information. This change in technique has re-
sultedin a vexyfast-acting surveillance system.

l.Ob The word “SAGE” is broadly descriptive of
the surveillance system. It stands for

‘Ssmi-Automatic Ground lhvironment.” ‘Ground
l!hvironmentn is a term coined by the Air Force
which, in the case of SAGE, stands for a complex
of electronic equipments installed at ground
locations to handle large volumes of informatim
or data relating to the air situation.

1.05 The various automatic data gathering and
processing units in the EMGEsystem are

necessarily geographically scattered. Infor-
mation flows between the units via special comm-
unication systems called data transmission
systems. The main interest herein will lie in
the general characteristics of these systems
and the information or data that is transmitted
over them.

2. CHARACTERISTICSOF DATA

2.01 The information that is transmitted be-
tween the automatic units of the SAGE

system corsista mainly of either descriptive or
directive information relating IxJ aircraft in
the air space over the subsector. The descrip-
tive information conveys the successive geo-
graphical position and height of the aircraft
being tracked, while the directive information
transmits course information, etc., to the air-
craftorother weapons thatarebeing controlled.
All ttis information is coded in the form of
numbers since these can be mare readily handled
by the aut.cmatic units of the system.

2.02 In this information coding process the end
result is not a series of numbers in the

conventional decimal system but a series of
numbers in the binary system. The binary num-
ber system represents number quantities by
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means of only two digits - 0 and 1. The fol-
lowing table illustrates this method of num-
bering by tabulating some binary numbers op-
posite their decimal equivalents:

Table I

Dechlal
Number Binary Number

o
.

0
1

;
I1

2
7
8
9
10

100
1000

100000
1000000

10
11
100
101
110
111

1000
1001
1010

1100100
1111101000

10011100010000
11000010010100000

1L1IO1OOOO1OO1OOOOOO

No. of Digits
~ecimal Binary

2.03 A comparison of the few numbers presented
in the table illustrates the salient dif-

ferences between these two numbering systems.
It is apparent that the representation of nu-
merical quantities above ‘~lft in the bianry sys-
tem involves the use of greater numbers of
digits than are required to represent the same
quantities in the decimal system. The repre-
sentation of the quantity “lOOO,’lfor example,
requires the use of ten digits in the binary
system and only four in the decimal system.
This is a result, of course, of the fact that
the binary system base is two, while that of
#e decimal system is ten. Ch the other hand
the use of the decimal system requires the han-
dling andrecognition of ten different symbols -
0, 1, 2, 3, b, ~, 6, ~, 8and9 - while tie use
of the binary system requires but two-O and 1.
‘1’husany user of the binary system would need
to be able to handle a large number of digits
for even fairly simple arithmetic operations,
but wouldonlyneed to know and recognize either
aOorl. A user of the decimal system would
have to manipulate a much smaller total number
of digits for the same operation but would have
to beabletirecognize eight additional symbols.
A corollary logically follows - if the two users
are to work the same problem in a comparable
time, the btiary user must handle digits mch
faster than the decimal system user.

2.OL The fact that the binary system uses only
two digits gives it an important advan-

tage over the dechal syst,.emfor certAn users.

Human beings are not among these - so far as is
known the binary system has never been used by
them directly for numbering and computation.
The smallest number base known to have had wide
use was six and the largest was twenty, in fact
practically all thenumbering systems known have
either six, ten or twenty as a base. Since
human beings can readily recognize and remember
numerous synbols, numbering systems using six,
tenor twenty different symbols are easily used.
Furthermore, as the size of the number base is
increased, the actual number of digits required
b represent a given number decreases. Since
the speed with which human beings can handle
digits (writingor recognizing them), is limited,
their speed of repetitive computing depends
largely on the number of digits that have to be
handled in the operation - hence the general
use ofnumber bases larger than2. The situation
reverses, however, when the user of the numbers
is amodern computer. These machines prelimited
in their capacity to recognize different sjnnbols
or digits but they can very rapidly handle large
numbers of digits that they can recognize.

2.0~ This limited digit recognition ability of
modem computers stems largely fror, the

limitations of their components. These computer
components are made up of numbers of electrical
circuits and associated devices. It is fairly
easy to design and construct these so that they
are capable of rapidly assuming or recognizing
eitherof two stable conditions or states. Com-
ponents capable of rapidly assuming orrecogniz-
ing each of three stable states are nmre diffi-
cult and expensive toconstict and these factors
increase more than linearly for, say, a six or
ten state device. (This assumes comparable
speeds of operation for all four devices. ) The
two-state device is fundamentally adapted td
work with the binary system since itcan rapidly
recognize or represent either of the two digits
that this ~stem uses. Increasing the number
base to six or ten would involve the more com-
plex circuits mentioned and, while the computing
operation can be simplified in that a smaller
number of digits have to be handled, the time-
saving in the operation still may not make up
for the increased cost of the components. Com-
puters have in fact been built for other number
bases than 2, but for the mass of information
that the SAGE system nustprocess, and the speed
with which this must be accomplished, a computer
working matily in the binary system has been
found to be most practicable.

2.o6 Since the binary number system has only
two digits, binary numbers can be repre-

sented very readily by electrical means. As an
example of this suppose that it is desired ta
represent the decimal number ~~. In the binary
number system this is 101101 and it can be
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i

represented electrically by a series of ‘lon-
offn type of pulses as shown in Fig. 1. Here
the number is represented by an array of rec-
tangular voltage pulses plotted against a time
scale. The number starts at time tl with a

marking pulse of amplitude “e.’l This is the
first binary digit, 1. The second digit, O,is
spacing or zero voltage, the third and fourth
digits are marking pulses of “et’ amplitude,
the fifth and sixth digits are representedbya
space and marking pulse, respectively. The
number is completed at the end of the last
pulse, time t2. It will be noted, that to

represent the binary number, the time interval
between tl and t2 was divided into six equal

time slots and that the number was represented,
not by the total number of marks and spaces,
but by their sequence of occurrence. Digital

Decimal Number

data systems are designed in this reamer, that
is, the information is sent St a fixed rate so
every binary digit, eit?er the 1 or O, lasts
the same length of time. The number of these
binary digits that can be handled is a good
measure of the information capacity of any data
sys tern. In this connection the tirr. binary
digit has been abbreviated +x ‘bit’t and is
quite widely used in the data transmission
field. It does not always indicate that binary
numbers are betig transmitted but it does refer
to the smallest time interval in any data sys-
tem that may be occupied by a mark or space.

2.C7 The use of binary numbers in connection
with a typical air surveillance problem

is illustrated in Fig. 2. This is a much sim-
plified diagram of the way in which the air
situationin the range of one radar is displayed

45
Binory Number 101 [01

Electrical
Representation

le] ~–u

o

t
t,

t
t2

1111111

~Binory Dlqi+~

Fig. 1 - Decimal and Binary Numbers
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on its monitor. The whole area is shown as a
circular plot with the radar at the center
point “O.” The radar continuously scans this
complete area. Its antenna generally rotates
about ~ revolutions per minute, and as targets
are illuminated by the radar beam they appear
as dots of light on the monitor. The position
of only one tirget is shown in Fig. 2, this is
at T1. As long as this target stays within

range of the radar, its position will be shown
on the monitor whenever the radar beam passes
over it - in this case an indication of its
position will be shown every fifteen seconds.
Assuming that this is a valid target, if effec-
tive countermeasures are to be taken, the air
surveillance system must provide information
from which its course, speed and height can be
determined. A radar of the type shown provides
only the first two items of information; the
target height is usually determined from sepa-
rate height finding radars. The course and
wed of the target, of course, maybe readily
deduced by observation of the plot in Fig. 2,
as the successive target positions are dis-
played.

2.o8 If the course and speed of the target
were needed only at the radar location,

the air surveillance problem would be largely
sulved by the radar plot shown. Thisj however,
is only one of many scattered locations that
nust have this information so it must be relayed
to these other points in some manner. There are
various method of accomplishing this; in part
of the SAGEsystem the distance of the target
from some reference location, usuallythe radar,
and the target bearing from some reference di-
rection are automatically reported at regular
intervals. These two quantities are known as
target range and azinmth, respectively; they
are usually transmitted each time the radar beam
Illuminates the target. At the instant shown
in Fig. 2, the lxmget azimuth is Nb~oE and its
range is 100 miles.

2.09 Of these two items of information that
must be relayed only one, the azinmth in-

formation, contains both letters and numbers.
For background purposes, Fig. 3 illustrates
some ways in which this azimuth informationmay
be coded for transmission. The resultant
idealized voltage pulses are also shown for
each cotig. At A the informaticm is coded in
International Morse Code with the dots dis-
crbninated from dashes in the data transmission
system on a time basis - that is the dash pulse
is twice as long as the dot pulse. Letters or
numbers are separated on a the basis by al-
locating a space equal to three dota. Assuming
that the dot interval is the shortest interval

that the system can transmit, this method of
coding results in a message length of 33 bits.
A second possible method of dot-dash discrim-
ination is shown at B. Here the information is

still coded in Morse but the dots and dashes
are separated on an amplitude basis - a dot
pulse has only half the amplitude of a dash
pulse. Letters or figures are separated by
spaces equal to two pulses. This method of
coding results in a reduced message length, 28
bits. A further reduction impossible, however,
when itis considered that, for this information,
only two of the four letters~ N, S, E$ orw will
ever have to be transmitted. Furthermore, the
largest number that will have to be transmitted
is 89, assuming the radar only gives the azi-
muth to the nearest degree. If the letters are
arbitrarily coded as the first four numbers of
the binary system, as shown at Cj the message
structure can then be as shown. The first two
bits are reserved for the first letter of the
bearing, the next seven bits carry the numbers,
(in binary form) and the last two bita carry
the concluding letterof the bearing. With this
coding and message structure the message length
is U bits. A fourth method of coding is shown
at D. Here the convention used is that the
target bearing will be given as the numerical
value of the total angle measured clockwise
from the reference, or north, azimuth. k this
case the transmission system need only carry
one out of a r~nge of numbers from O b 359.
This reduces the total message length ta 9 bits.
Fig. h illustrates the application of this
technique to other target positions.

2.10 The transmission of the range information
may be accomplished in the same manner

except that no letter convention is needed to
simplify the process since the range is always
a number and no letters are involved. In the
plot shown in Fig. 2, the maximum range of the
radar is assumed h be 150 miles. For purposes

of illustration it is further assumed that the
range indications are given in mile ticrementa.
Thus the range information to be transmitted
will consist only of a single number ranging in
value from O to 150. For the target shown the
range is 100 miles and the complete azimuth and
range message for this target position could be
coded as shown in Fig. ~. Part of the radar
information handled in the SAGE systemiscoded
along these general lines, that is only the
pertinent hformation relating ta each target
is sent. The actual position message used con-
tains radar location indications and some addi-
tional infonnatim uhich results in a consider-
ably linger message. The whole message, ho~-
ever, is still made up of binary M.gita.
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A

B
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Azimuth Information to be transmitted- N45E

Inter natlonol Morse- Time discrimination
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28 bits
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Ott — I

Binarv -Numbers Onl Y

Message -45

Binory Oooiotfoi

4 W-lq

Fig. 3 - Azizmth Information
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0 (NOR1,

270 90
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Reference (N) Number

N45°E 45° 000101101
?2 S45”E 435° Ofoooolll
T3 S45”W n: 01 1 100001
T4 N45”W loolllolt

Fig. b - Additional Target Positions

2.1.1 There is also another way of relafing tar-
get positions that is used in the SAGE

system. This method consists of sending enough
information so that the whole plot of Fig. 2
can be reproduced at the distant points. This
reproduction does not give the fine detail
available on the original plot but it is good
enough so that target range and azinuth can be
obtained from it with some accuracy. The accu-
racy of this method, however, is not equal to
that of the first method described.

2.12 With the preceding as a background it is
now appropriate to summarize the broad

characteristics of SAGEdata. These are:

(a) The data is digitalin form but isnot
purely binary.

The term “digital!! is a broad term which
generally signifies that the information is
transmitted over the dzta system via fixed
sequences of bits. k these sequences, the
array of marks and spaces carries the infor-
mation and if only one marking amplitude is
used, the system is also purely binary. SAGE
data systems, however, use two significant
marking levels.

(b) All the digits used in a particular data
system have the same time duration.

QI the basis of bit rates, it presently
appears that the SAGE system will directly
use two types of data systems. These systems
use bitratesof1300 and 1600 bits per second.
These rates are constant, hence all digits in
a system are the same length. This does not
hold, however, fordata systems owned by other
branches of the military with which SAGEwill
connect.

(c) The data messages are long.

Da& llmessagesff are a collection Of sig-

nificant data sequences that are closely
relevant. For example, there are two signif-
icant data sequences of 9 and 8 bits, respec-
tively, in the azinuth and range message of
Fig. .5’. These data sequences are also called
Itwords,l; the whole data message is made uP of
several words. To complete the message of
Fig.g, data sequences containing the radar
location, target identification and addition-
al information are added and the whole array
of bits thus constructed makes up the complete
data message. In the MOE system these

Page 6
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messages will range from SO to over 300 bits
in length. In the data field these are
classed as long messages and their use re-
quires that certain special techniques be
employed in the transmission system.

(d) There is no information correlation be-
tween successive radar data messages

transmitted over the data systems.

The radar indications oftarget positions,
for example, are sent at a fixed rate and
this rate is high compared to the rate of
rotation of $he radar antenna. The position
of any particular target, however, is only
reported once during each antenna revolution.
Thus the interval between messages relating
to the same target can not be smaller than
this andmay even be somewhat larger. Succes-
sive data messages contain information on dif-
ferent targets and bear no informational re-
lation to one another.

2.13 From the preceding discussion of SAGE
data it should be apparent that the sat-

isfactory over-all operation of the system will
largely depend on the accurate handling of in-
formation by all the system components. In
this connection the introduction of errors in
the data during its transmission must be held
to an absolute minimum. This amounts to close
controlofcircuit noise and is covered in other
sections of the Practices. It is realized,
however, that despite all precautions, errors
will still be introduced. Certain error check-
ing schemes have accordingly been built into
the system so that errors will be detected and
erroneous data discarded. The main technique
that will be applicable and useful in the data
transmission portion of the over-all system is
called a Varity check.!! Fig. 6 illustrates

Decimal
Binary

Azimuth
N45”E

45

this technique applied to the message of Fig. 5.
The original message is shown at the top of the
figure, it is 17 bits long and T of the bits
are marking. The parity is applied to themes-
sage by adding an extra bit (“P”) thatis either
marking or spacing depending on the number of
marking bits preceding it in the message proper.
If an even parity is being applied the parity
bit is marking if an odd number of message marks
precede it; if an even number of message marks
precedeit the parity bit is spacing. The net
result of an even parity is that the total num-
ber of marks, message plus parityisalways even.
An odd parity is the reverse, in this case the
total number of marks, message plus parity, is
always odd. Fig. 6 shows an even parity; the
parity bit ‘!P!l is marking. Thus the total num-
ber of marks before transmission is 8. At the
receiving end the message is held in storage
while the marks are counted. If the number of
received marks is even the parity is verified
and the message is read out of storage with the
parity bit removed. It then goes ti the data
processing unit. If, on the other hand, the
nark count results in ar’odd number, the parity
check is not verified and the message dis-
carded. (’he erroneous bit in Fig. 6 is
designated “EtI.)

2.lb The parity check is quite widely, but not
universally, used in the SA@3 system. It

is effective when the errors are single errors
and fairly widely distributed in time. It is
less effective when nultiple errors occur. For
example, 2 or even L additional erroneous marks
in the message of Fig. 6 would result in veri-
fication of the parity, even though the message
itself would be completely wrong.

Range
100

400
~~
0004 0 1{ o i o i i

* —

k,E
— —

t.

E=‘ ‘i”~’ ‘i’s ●

47 bits E

Fig. S - Azimuth and Range Message
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Transmission

I
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Messoge
{7 bits-7 morking

Porlty
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Totol
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t
~— Storoge-Mork Count “

E v’e n odd

1~ 4 44 4 444 4 4

8 morks 9 marks

4 t
Pority verified Parity foil

i Message (i5carded
Pority bit removed

I I

l-- 47 bits --’-J

fig. 6 - Parity Check

3. DATATRANSMISSIONSYSTEMS- INFORMATIONAL
ASPECTS

3.01 The preceding material has indicated to
some extent the large amount of infor-

mation that must be handled by an air surveil-
lance system. lt has also been shown that sig-
nificant savings in transmission time and in-
formation quantity can be achieved by adopting
certain conventions or coding techniques. The
main interest herein will be in the general
featsires of a transmission system capable of
transmitting info~tion like Fig. ~ rapidly
and accurately, commensurate, at the same time,
with the fundamental economic elements of com-
munication such as bandwidth and noise.

3.02 The first step toward this objective is
to tisure that thedats transmission sys-

tem is used only to transmit information that
is actually required. Fig. 7 illustrates some
of the informational elements of a digital mes-
sage such as Fig. 5 and how these can be han-
dled. The incident message is shown at the top

of the figure; it is 1’7 bits long and is made
Up of two words. The first wordisg bits long
and the second 8 - these are azimuth and range,
respectively. There are certain elements of
this information that are fixed - these can be
designed inta the terminal gear and need not be
transmitted over the system. For e=mple~ the
form of the input signal is known - it will
always be composed of rectangular binary type
pulses. The desired output signal is the same
so it is obviously wasteful and uneconomic to
provide a transmission system that will ac-
tually transmit incident waveshapes. The re-
ceiving terminal can quite easily be made to
regenerate these rectangular pulses at the
proper time thus making possible significant
reductions of bandwidth provided in the data
system. The rate at which these pulses will
occur (I./%) is also lmom, as is the length

of the message (17%). Fu.rthermore~the ~s-

sage make-up is known - the azimth information

will always be in the first 9 bits; the 8 bits
followingwillbetherangeo These informational

Page 8
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elements donot need to go over thetransmission
system since they will always be the same and
can be Ybuilt in!!both data terminals. This is
indicated on Fig. 7 where these elements are
shown in the “Not Transmitted” or “Structural”
path of the information diagram.

3.03 The element of information that will
change with each message and hence can

not be predicted and kilt in are the two ~
hers indicating range and azimuth. They will
change in a definite way, however, and the way

E

they will change is that different bits will be
marking. Since this signal is purely binary,
bits can only be marking or spacing, therefore,
from an information standpoint, only one of
these two possible conditions need be trans-
mitted in the ““Transmitted’t or lfRealf’ path of
Fig. 7. Definite indications are transmitted
to indicate marks - spaces are automatically
assumed by the receivtig terminal in the absence
of these indications. The mark bdications
that are transmitted over the system will never
bearanyobvious resemblance, sofar as waveshape

Tronsl..,.

‘ti $
Transmit ted I Not Transmitted

I
—“Structuol”-

I

Ooto
Trrmsmitting <

Terminol
{. Form of Doto-Digitol- Rectongulor Pulses
2. Length of bits (tb)L

I 3. Length of Words R Messoge

I
Which bits

marking I I

1
? (

;sion

Time

Regenerated Signol

1

4-
E

Ot
t r- T

-t Unknown } J
h+? t2+T

Fig. 7 - Information Elem?nts
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is concerned, to the actual mark indications
that are generated by the radars and used by
the computers of the SAGEsystem. This will be
found to be true in practically all data ap-
plications where the speed of transmission ap-
proaches SAGEspeeds. The form of information
which computers can use most advantageously is
not well suited to transmission. In the system
shown, for example, the mark indications would
take the general form shown as the “Transmitted
Waveshapel’ in Fig. 7. This bears little resem-
blance to the incident rectangular pulses; it
does not have to as long as it carries enough
information so the receiving terminal can re-
generate the rectangular pulses at the right
times.

3.0)4 While the system shown in Fig. 7 illus-
trates how certain information elements

are handled, the system, as shown, isunworkable
since one very essential piece of information
is not available at the receiting end. The
adssing information is the exact starting point
of the received message. k the illustration,
tie incident message starts at tinetl and ends

at t2, 17 bits, (17~)~ later. The marking in-

formation is sent over the transmission system
and is delayed by the time of transmission,
‘T,” so that the start of the received message
is at tl + T. Mile this is all very clear in

the illustration, as a practical matter, rnth
the sending and receiving terminals- separated
by some distance, the receiving terminal can
only register the marks and can not know how
many spaces preceded the first one. TM.s system
could work, however, if it were possible to
establish the instant of time, tl, at both ends

of the system and if the transmission time, T,
was lmown. While the transmission time may be
lmown with some accuracy, tl can not be es-

tablished. To accomplish this would, in the
last analysis, require that the exact time of
a brgetts first appearance on the radar scope
be known, or, effectively, prior knowledge of
the targetls existence.

3.0s This difficulty may be eliminated by mak-
ing each data message “self-contained” to

the extent that it contains enough information
so the receiving terminal will be able to dis-
tinguish its starting point. Cne way to do this
is to precede each message by a combination of
marks and spaces that will never occur in the
message proper. On receipt of this combination
(start signal) the receiving terminal COnditiOIh9

itself to receive the data message which follows
it directly. This process is illustrated bythe
top illustration of Fig. 8 which shows a s&tart-
ing signal made up of a space and 18 marks.
This combination can never occur in the infor-
mation content of a 17-bit message and circuits
can, therefore, be built into the receiving
terminal that will respond only to this. These
circuits can then condition the terminal to re-
ceive and use the next 17 bits which is the
desired message. Another method of doing the
same thing is to use a pulse of different am-
plitude to precede each message. This is shown
in the lower part of Fig. 8, where the message
proper is preceded by a single bit which is
occupied by a mark of double amplitude (Es).

All other marks are Em in amplitude. A simple

way of using this system would be to precede
the receiving terminalwithan electronic ‘gate!!
that opened on a pulse of amplitude Es and thus

t
4
E

Fig. 8 - Start Signals
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allowed the next 17 bits to enter the terminal.
This latter technique, amplitude separation to
indicate the start of a message, is used in the
SAGEsystem.

3.06 With regaxxl to start signals in general,
it may be pointed out here that the first

technique of Fig. 8 results in a data system
that will be purely binary - only one marking
amplitude is ever used. This has a significant
advantage in that it will always result in the
most le~ient signal-noise ratio in the electri-
cal portion of the system. (This is covered in
some detail in the next section.) From an in-
formation standpoint, however, it has a signifi-
cant &isadvantage in that generally its use

~–- —.-—— ——--__———__—— 1
I I Information Generation I

l— ---

--J---’ “
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will consume a fair number of bits. Amplitude
separation, on the other hand, uses up a mini-
num number of bits, one, but results in a def-
inite impairment of the signal-noise ratio.
SAGE data systems use this latter method, how-
ever, because they must handle so much data that
onlyaminimum of time maybe allocated to start
signals.

3.07 With theaddition of starting information,
the information flowinFig. 7 is modified

to that shown in Fig. 9 - which is somewhat
closer to a practical system. The incident in-
formation, sho~m at the left, consists of the
same 17 information bits, now however preceded
by a single double amplitude start bit, (S).
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The net result of this is that two separate,
though related, information components, a start-
ing component (Start) and an information com-
ponent (Data) are feti to the data transmitting
terminal. The output of the data receiving
terminal will present these same two components,
tielayed by the system transmission time, to the
apparatus that uses the information at that end
of the system.

3.o8 The information diagram of Fig. 9 permits
a line of demarcation between the data

transmission system, whichisthe primary inter-
est herein, and the data generating and data
using apparatus. As shown, the data transmis-
sion system is considered to extend from the
two component input of the data transmitting
terminal tithe two component output of the data
receiving terminal. Between these two points
the real, or existing, information path carries
the start and data information, generally in a
combined form. A structural path is also shown
which includes the waveshape that will be used
at both terminals as well as the bit length
that each will handle. Asecond structural path
of information may also be considered to exist
between the data generating and using apparatus.
(~shed boxes in Fig. 9.) ‘l’his is the path
where the message structure information usually
exists - this is very rarely any concern of the
dab transmission system. The waveshape andbit
information indicated here may also be very
different than the corresponding information in
the data transmission system. For example, if
the data using apparatus is being fed by sev-
eral data transmission systems, it will be
handling information internally much faster
than any one transmission system and conse-
quently will probably be working with bits of
much shorter duration and different waveshapes.

3.09 With this background information it is
appropriate to conclude this portion with

a summary of the functions of the component
parts of the data transmission system. These
are:

(a) A data transmitting terminal which re-
ceives he information components from

the source, combines them, transforms the
result inta a form suitable for transmission
and finally passes the signal to the trans-
mission medium through suitable path terminal
arrangements.

(b) A transmission medium capable of carrying
th~~~al to the receiving terminal

and

(c) A data receitig terminal which receives
the combined signal through suitable ter-

minal arrangements, separates it into its
original components, and finally regenerates
the incident waveform for the data apparatus
at that end of the system.

h. DATATRANSMISSIONSYSTEMS- ELECTRICAL

b.01 When itis necessary that modern high
speed information processing units ex-

change information, the data transmission sys-
tems by which this is accomplished are alnost
always entirely electrical in nature. There
are exceptions to this, of course, some infor-
mation processing units exchange information by
the use of punched cards that are transported
between them. When the information to be ex-
changed is subject to rapid changes, however,
the transport time must ke held to a minimum,
otherwise the received information will not be
valid by the time it reaches the unit that is
to use it. This is the situation in the SAGE
system, consequently the data transmission sys-
tems that interconnect the processtig units are
entirely electrical since this method of infor-
mation transmission approaches the minimum
transport time that can be achieved.

b.02 The first point of approach to a consider-
ation of the electrical aspects of data

transmission systemsisto restate in electrical
terms the fundamental information requirements
outlined in the preceding paragraphs. Neglecb
ing word and message structure, the first re-
quirement is that adequate mark indications be
presented to the receivimg data terminal so
that the incident signal can be correctly re-
generated. Fig. 10 illustrates this. Here the
incident signal has been simplified to a single
binary pulse of ‘E” amplitude that is received
by the transmitting terminal, transformed to
some extent, and transndtted over the transmis-
sion medium. During this transmission the mark
signal will encounter noise so that both signal
and noise will be present at the input of the
receiving terminal. (It should be noted that
noise is present throughout the system - the
main noise source of interest, however, is the
transmission medium,not the terminalapparatus.)
These conditions are shown in the right-hand
portion of Fig. 10 where the mark indication is
a voltage pulse of ‘er‘1amplitude with a noise

level of “en” superimposed. The receiving ter-

minal is arranged so that it reads as a mark
any voltage that reaches or exceeds some pre-
determined level, in this case ‘em.n Anything

other than this is read as a space. The
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Fig. 10 - Mark Requirement

fundamental system requirement that opened this
paragraph can thus be further elaborated to the
extent that an ~ladequate mark indication is
one that can be distinguished in the presence
of the noise at the input of the receiving
terminal.

h.03 The preceding paragraph related to a
broad system requirement that involved

signal amplitude and noise level. There is an-
other fundamental system requirement that, while
related to the first, mainly concerns waveshape.
The incident signal of Fig. 10 was a single
pulse in the center of a 3-bit sequence. If
this were a data word any combination of the 3
bits could be uwking. One of these possible
combinations is shown in Fig. 11 where the
sequence is mark-space-mark. This is also
called a ~1-O-lN sequence. The mark indicatims
at the input to the receiving terminal must be
such that the terminal can follow this sequence
and clearly identify the marks. As discussed
below, this amounts to a waveshape criterion
that must be met and is primarily a matter of
the bandwidth of the tranr3mission medium.

b.Oh The factors involved in the reproduction
of binary pulses are shown in Fig. 12.

Here the 3-bit sequence, or data word, of
Figs. 10 and lJ has beem shown as a mark-space-
space sequence on the left. This is followed
at a fixed interval, Itr!, by the next data

word which, for simplicity, has also been shown
as a mark-space-space sequence. The waveshape
presented to the data system is, therefore, a
rectangular pulse of new amplitude and time
duration ‘~t repeated atintervals of time

equal to !tr!. (This is quite representative

of actual data systems where significant series
of pulses make up data words that are sent at a
fixed rate.) The waveshape of Fig. 12 can be
represented by the Fourier series shown directly

beneath it. This expression indicates that this
waveshape has two components. The first term,
la ~1, is a dc component that has a magnitude

equal to the average voltage existing over the
time interval Itr!. The second component, the

trigonometric series, is the summation of an
inftiite number of harmonics of l/tr, thepulse

repetition rate. The significance of this ex-
pression is that the received waveshape is a
function of the number of harmonics of the rep-
etition rate that can be passed by the trans-
mission medium. Further, this waveshape will
resemble the incident waveshape more closely as
the number of transmitted harmonics is increased.

L.OS This improvement in waveshape is illus-
trated in Fig. 13. The spectraldistri-

bution curve is shown at the tap as theenvelope
of the harmonic amplitudes computed from the
series of Fig. 12. The pulse width used was
1/1600 sec. and the repetition rate was 25 per
second. (This corresponds to the pulse width
and word rate of one data transmission system
used in the SAGE3ys&) me form of the dis-
tribution curve is largely governed by the ex-
pression (sinnrT/nrT). (Fig. 12.) As shotm
the harmonic amplitude steadily decreases as
the number of harmonics, n, increases. It
falls to zero whenever nr equals an integer,
in this case at intervals of @ harmonics, and
changes sign after each zero point. Thus,
referring to Fig. 13, the harmonics are posi-
tiveup to the first O point, 16OO cycles (64th
harmmic of 25 cycles), negative (opposite
phase) between 1600 cycles and 3200 cycles
(128th harmonic of 25 cycles) and so on. The
computed pulse shapes are shoun directly be-
neath the distribution curve. The curve at C,
for example, is computed by adcllng the contri-
buticms of all harmonics up to the 6bth and
none thereafter. This effectively assumes an
infinitely sharp cut-off and no resulting
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distortion, hence it is rather theoretical but
the curves still illustrate the improvement in
waveshape fairly well. It will be noted that
even with only 16 harmonics ( hOO-cycle passband)
some indication of the presence of the incident
pulse is transmitted. (A)

b. 06 It is quite apparent that, so far as sin-
gle pulses are concerned,any of the wave-

shaPes frOm ‘A] through !G 1 could be used in a
data transmission system although the use of
IA! would reqtire closer noise control than the

others. For that matter single pulse indica-
tions would be received if the passband were
narrowed even further. (This would demand even
closer noise control.) The picture changes,
however, if pulse combinations are considered,
particularly the 1-O-1 sequence. The repro-
duction of this are shown for the first four
passbands at ‘H’ through ‘K’ in Fig. 13. It is
evident here that the sequence is entirely lost
with a bOO-cycle passband but adequate indica-
tions of it are received with passbands from
800 cycles on up.

b.07 While the bOO-cycle passband is not capa-
ble of meeting both fundamental require-

ments of signal transmission, tie other pass-
bands shown in Fig. 13 are, and it is now of
interest to determine ho~ nmch bandwidth must
actually be provided for the data transmission
system. Beartig inmind that theend purpose is
to provide an adequate indication to the re-
ceiving data terminal so that the signal can be
regenerated,thebest possible system would pro-
vide an indication such as that of Fig. I&.
Here the bandwidth is infinite so the incident
pulse is substantially reproduced at the in~t
of the receiving terminal and arrives there
with unity amplitude. The receiving terminal
will be arranged so that it reads as marks only
those indications that exceed a predeterndned
value. b this case it till read as a mark w
indication that exceeds an amplitude of 0.5
(clip level). The clip level is generally set
midway between the signal marking and spacing
levels ta provide maxinum noise immunity. !lhe
noise at this point can be additive or subtrac-
tive so this technique insures equal i.msmmi~.
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This sys tern till work satisfactorily if the
noise does not equal or exceed an amplitude
equal to the clip level and the theoretical
signal/noise ratio is, therefore, 6.o db.
Furthermore, uith this system, the mark indica-
tion at unity amplitude is available to the re-
ceivtig terminal tlu%ughout the time interval
of the bit and the S/N ratio is, therefore,
6 db whether the receiving terminal uses the
whole bit or any part of it as a mark indication.

4.08 The 8oo-cycle indication is shown at B.
Here the limited pas.sbandresults in a

pulse amplitude that is less than unity 0.85
and the clip level (0.42) has been adjusted ac-
cordingly. This systemwillwork satisfactm%ly
if the noise level again does not equal or ex-
ceed the clip level and the required tiN ratio
iS 7.5 db. Thus, the restriction of passband
resultsina noise penalty over tie theoretical
best of 1.5 db at the receiving terndnal input.
firt.hermore,even this indication is not avail-
able over the whole bit interval - it is only
available at the exact center of the bit. The
effect of doubling the ban~dth b ),600cycles
is shown at (C). Here the peak indication is

1.2, the clip level 0.6, and the SIN ratio
4.4 db at the receiving input. Another things
being equal, this is apparently 1.6 db better
than an infinite passbsnd would require - but
again the indication is only available at the
center of the bit. Actually, this gain in @N
ratio would not be realized due to system ad- .
justments - the loss at (B), however, could be
made up by bandshaping. !l’he result of this
would be about as shown - the top of the pulse
would reach 1.0 amplitude at the center of the
bit. Thus, no significant improvements in S/N
ratio can be obtained by increasing the band-
width beytid 800 cycles for this data systam,
provided it is not necessary that anything
beyond a small portion of bit width is needed
for the mark indication.

h.09 The bandwidth at B, 800 cycles, is, in
fact, the srdninum bandwidth that can be

used to transport 16OO bits without significant
degra&tion of the required S/N ratio. This
srdninum bandwidth is called the %ominal effec-
tive bandn and for purely binary systems is
always theoretically equal tohalf the bit rate.
Actually it is not possible to provide the
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sham system cuto?fs this implies and as a
practical matter it is customary ta use an
equal amount of bandwidth for these regions.
The gain andphase characteristics of the trans-
mission medium nust be carefully controlled
through the nominal effective band but their
variations are less important in these roll-off
regions.

h.10 It is extremely difficult b control gain
and phase deviations in the region below

1000 cycles in the transmission media presently
used if any sizeable distance is involved. To
avoid this region the ME data transmission

O level pt

Nose (B)

O level pt

Noise (c)

Q-stems utilize a carrier and single sideband
transmission system with the carrier at 2000
cycles. The actial bandwidth used varies with
the different bit rates but in no case is any-
thing outside the 1000 to 2s00 cycle region
used for the transport of the data information.
In this region, which includes the lower side-
band and both roll-off bands, the gain and
phase characteristics are carefully controlled.
The phase characteristic is described by the
envelope delay distortion and ttrs is held to
_fl.b bit at the highest bit rate used. This
re~lts in a ~tal distortion that does not
exceed ~00 microseconds.
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~.11 It will be recalled that the use of an
8(X1-cycle band in Figs. 13 and l-h or more

generally, the nominal effective band, resulted
in a required 6 db SIN ratio at the receiving
input . This ratio only held, however, if the
receiving terminal took the indication at the
center of the bit interval. The SAGE data sys-
tems are arr.nged so that their receiving termi-
nals do just this, moreover, they only use a
very narrow interval at the center of each bit.
By this technique the probability of random
noise peaks causing errors is reduced since the
receiving terminal is only ‘Iopen”for a small
fraction of each bit interval.

L.12 The use of the sampling or interrogation
technique at the receiving terminal, while

insuring no SIN ratio degradation, carries with
it the necessity of extremely accprate location
of the sampling interval. If this is not done
precisely at the center of the bit the sampling
interval will occur when the signal is not at
its maxinum amplitude. Fig. 15 illustrates the
consequences of such a shift in sairplfig. The
correct sampling point is shown by the solid
arrow - this is in the center of the bit inter-
val. The dotted arrow indicatesfaulQ sampMng-
the signal is past full amplitude and is only

1SS 1, SECTION 314-550-100

0.7s. This adds 6.o db to the required ~N
ratio. There is also an additional consequence;
the system no longer has equal immunity to ad-
ditive or subtractive noise.

b.13 To insure correct sampling it is custamag
to synchronize the sending and receiving

data terminals. This may be either a contin-
uous or periodic process. If the latter tech-
nique is used the receiving terminal must be
capable of accurate ‘free-runningf’ between
the synchronizing intervals. Some of the data
systems u?ed in SAGEare conttiuously synchro-
nized, others are periodically synchronized
by means of the start pulse. All the data sys-
tems, however, take a timing component from the
data generating apparatus at the sending end of
the data transmission system and give back a
timing component to the apparatus using the
data at the receiving end of the system. Fig.16
shows a complete data systemwithall three com-
ponents - start, data and timing. In &e re-
ceiving terminal the timing has been shown con-
nected to the start component by a dashed line
to indicate that it may either be actually sent
over the data system or derived from the start
conqmnent.
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